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The EFF asked HP to issue a firmware update that rolls back the self-destruct sequence; publicly

commit to never using software updates to distribute so-called "anti-features" that are bad for

customers; commit to disclosing the effects of future software updates; and "prominently disclose any

capability or plan to remove features from devices in your sales literature, so customers know what

they're getting before they buy."

Doctorow has not heard back from HP, he told Ars today.

It doesn't sound like the company will be making any changes. When we contacted HP today, the

company did not say whether it will reverse course. Instead, a spokesperson said, "The purpose of

this update is to protect HP’s innovations and intellectual property. These printers will continue to

work with refilled or remanufactured cartridges with an Original HP security chip. Other cartridges

may not function. In many cases this functionality was installed in the HP printer and in some cases it

has been implemented as part of an update to the printer’s firmware."

The firmware in question is for the security chip "that maintains secure communications between the

cartridge and the printer" in HP OfficeJet, OfficeJet Pro, and OfficeJet Pro X printers, HP said. The

updates began rolling out in 2015, according HP's statement.

HP's use of a technical countermeasure to exclude non-HP ink cartridges raises concerns that HP

might invoke Section 1201 of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, which makes it illegal to circumvent

technological measures that control access to copyrighted works, Doctorow also wrote. He asked HP

to promise never to invoke Section 1201 against security researchers or "competitors who make

legitimate aftermarket products."

"Security researchers rightly fear that disclosures of defects in products covered by Section 1201 could

lead to severe punishments," Doctorow wrote. "Many respected researchers came forward at the

Copyright Office's triennial 1201 exemptions hearing in 2015 to say that they'd been chilled from

disclosing vulnerabilities in 1201-covered systems, from voting machines to tractors to insulin pumps.

This means that bad guys are free to exploit vulnerabilities in these products, while good guys are

scared off from warning the people who depend on them about the dangers lurking in them. Given

the history of attacks on printers, and the widespread distribution of your products, this is the last

thing you should want."

Nearly 8,000 people have signed an EFF petition calling on HP to restore the full functionality of its

printers.
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